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Why choose Gates PowerGrip® products?

Alfa Romeo
Audi
Autovaz
Chrysler
Citroen
Dacia
Daewoo
Fiat
Ford
Honda

Iveco
Jaguar
Land Rover
MAN
Mazda
Mercedes
Mini
Mitsubishi
Nissan
Opel

Peugeot
Porsche
Range Rover
Renault
Seat
Skoda
Subaru
Toyota
Volkswagen
Volvo

More than 100 million cars in Europe are equipped
with a timing belt. With today’s technically advanced
vehicle designs, it’s more important than ever that
our customers can rely on us for high-quality timing
belts with maximum durability. So Gates offers the
automotive aftermarket a PowerGrip® timing belt for
virtually every car on the road.
But that’s not all.

Gates also provides a complete range of
PowerGrip® Kits – belts and metal components in
one box – and a tool range that makes timing belt
installation much easier: the sonic belt tension
tester STT-1 and several professional tool Kits.
So when it comes to replacing a timing belt, Gates has
everything the mechanic needs.
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The products
1. Gates PowerGrip® timing belts
A quality timing belt provides quiet, reliable,
low maintenance performance kilometre
after kilometre. Thanks to the highquality materials and the well-thoughtout construction, Gates PowerGrip®
belts provide exactly what you
need.

Backing material
Durable backing material reinforces the belt and protects
it against grease, oil drops, moisture and wear.

Precision-formed teeth
Precision-formed teeth provide
positive engagement with the
mating grooves on the sprocket
and reduce noise level.

Belt compound
Gates PowerGrip® timing belts are manufactured with a
durable rubber compound. Highly saturated nitrile (HSN)
is the material of choice of most new engine timing belts.
An HSN-constructed belt appears no different from a
polychloroprene belt, which was the standard before
Gates introduced HSN, but it significantly outperforms
polychloroprene in the high-temperature engine
compartments of modern vehicles. As today’s engines
require high-performance belts, car manufacturers are
using HSN in many new engines, and so is Gates.

Tensile cords
Timing belts contain a very strong
tensile cord made of fibreglass,
which carries the load of the belt
under tension. These tensile cords
are helically wound to provide
increased flexibility and resistance
to elongation.

Tooth profile
The timing belt’s tooth profile, providing a constant, slip-proof transmission of power, varies in size,
shape and spacing. The earliest timing belts had a trapezoidal profile. More demanding applications led
to the development of curvilinear and modified curvilinear profiles.

MODIFIED CURVILINEAR

CURVILINEAR

TRAPEZOIDAL

Each tooth profile has its own characteristics and should exactly match the application.
Tooth profiles are not interchangeable.
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2. Gates PowerGrip® Kit and PowerGrip® Kit Plus
A badly functioning timing belt drive system can
cause serious problems, so a safe drive system that
operates perfectly is no luxury. It is highly probable
that the source of damage to one element in the
drive will also have affected the other components
of the system. The best way to guarantee a perfect
and safe performance is to change timing belts, idlers
and tensioners at the same time. Gates’ range of
PowerGrip® Kits offers the perfect solution.

A PowerGrip® Kit contains, depending on
the application:
• 1 or 2 timing belts
• the necessary idlers/tensioners
• metal support plates
• installation instructions
• other parts needed for a complete overhaul
(bolts, springs, etc.)
A PowerGrip® Kit Plus offers, in addition:
• oil rings and seals and/or
• the application-specific OE quality
water pump

Gates also offers special kits, called PowerGrip® Kit Plus,
which contain either extra oil rings and seals or the
water pump. With PowerGrip® Kit Plus, all critical
elements of the timing belt drive are available for
replacement.
All components are manufactured by OE suppliers,
to ensure premium quality for all elements in the kit.
They come in a practical carton, fit for the application.

3. Gates sonic belt tension tester STT-1
Proper belt installation tension is essential for
optimum performance and reliability of timing belt
drives. Experienced mechanics may feel they are able

to check belt tension by rule of thumb, but tension
results vary from one operator to another.
That is why Gates recommends using the new sonic
belt tension tester STT-1: it measures belt installation
tension accurately every time.

Specifications
• All tension values and drive characteristics are programmed in
the device
• Belt frequency analysis
• Database covers all the most popular car models in Europe
• Reduced sensor size and high wire flexibility
• Suitable for Gates belts only
• Easy to use
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4. Gates professional automotive tool range
Gates now also offers a line of 4 universal and
11 engine-specific tools for synchronous and
accessory belt drive systems. These high-quality
tools allow Gates to be a “one-stop-shop” supplier
for all products and services needed to provide

a complete, professional and OE equivalent
maintenance of belt drive systems. Gates new tool
range covers the most popular car engines and is
therefore the ideal solution for every professional
automotive technician.

Key benefits
• All belt drive products and tools available with one supplier
• Professional tools
• State-of-the-art technology
• Instructions included

Support
Strong field support
Gates’ sales people are advisers, rather than “sellers”.
They are there to help you sell. They are trained and
prepared to go on joint visits at your customers,
to give training both to your associates and
to your customers and to help you with
stock proposals.
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Marketing communications support
To sell a product successfully, it is not enough to
produce some general promotional materials. To
be effective, each level in the distribution channel
has to receive the appropriate messages and all
communication has to be integrated. Therefore Gates
has developed a complete marketing communications
programme for PowerGrip® timing belts.

• Special advertisements in leading automotive
trade magazines
• A special merchandiser, fit for 15 PowerGrip® belts

The programme consists of:
• The present brochure
• A brochure for mechanics
• A poster for garages, with recommendations
on installation
• A promotional leaflet on PowerGrip® Kits Plus
• A promotional leaflet on Gates’ sonic tension
tester STT-1
• Adequate packaging: the boxes of both belts and
kits are adapted to the customer’s needs, providing
application data and installation tips. Each box
contains a mileage sticker, and includes an
anti-counterfeit holospot.
• A training tape on how to install and maintain
timing belts properly

1. Sealed with
hot melt glue

4. All the information
you need

• A numerical listing for PowerGrip® belts & kits
• A complete and up-to-date passenger car drive
system catalogue, both in printed format and now
also online, at www.gatesautocat.com

2. With mileage
sticker

5. Anti-counterfeit
holospot

3. Information in
your language

Why choose Gates PowerGrip® timing belts and kits?

• Gates has the most complete line of OE equivalent timing belts of any manufacturer.
• Gates continues to be the preferred choice of car manufacturers all over the world.
• Gates leads the way in timing belt technology, introducing design
changes in materials and tooth profiles.
• Gates helps you sell timing belts, by providing technical support
and marketing programmes.

• Gates keeps investing in quality, research and
development in order to meet customers’ existing
and future requirements. As recognition for its commitment to innovation and quality, Gates has
acquired – in addition to the ISO 9001 and QS-9000 quality registrations – major quality awards from
its key customers. Thanks to this quality programme, Gates has the potential to remain at the leading
edge of innovation in the 21st century.
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